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Abstract

This paper is devoted to the critical analysis of today’s mainstream approach to the in-
clusion of the factor of culture in economic research. National culture is treated in this 

as a “culture code” throughout different contexts. The paper presents evidence contra-
dicting this treatment, and an alternative methodology for economic analysis of cultural 
phenomena is suggested, namely that each mass cultural practice should be analyzed on 

reserved.

Keywords

1. Introduction 

With the world economy beginning to recover from the crisis, understand-
ing the reasons for and the sources of growth, development and modernization 
has gained vital importance. The recession has highlighted the heterogeneity of 
the world economy and the diversity of reactions to change across countries. In 
some countries, the governments accepted the crisis as yet another manifestation 
of “creative destruction,” as an incentive to seek new approaches and capture 

-
turn and to restore everything back to “the way it was.” Meanwhile, their own 
economic policies, which often aggravated the negative impact of changes in 
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changes due to intrinsic reasons. 

-
1 the original set of factors was later 

It is the latter factor that is now interpreted by a number of researchers, writ-
ers and statesmen in Russia as the ultimate cause of the fundamental differenc-
es between the Russian economy and others. They stress the distinct nature of 
the  Russian culture and the presence of a deeply rooted “culture code” within it 
that has remained unchanged for centuries and cannot be altered without the loss 
of national identity. From their point of view, Russia’s “culture code” renders fu-
tile, and even harmful, any attempts in this country to apply any economic policy 
approaches and measures that have driven growth, development and moderniza-
tion in a large number of other economies.

We have put aside the purely ideological aspect of the so-called “civiliza-
tional approach” and have instead focused on the 

economic growth and development, and on the counterarguments stressing that 
 culture — along with many other factors — the econo-
my, but does not predetermine its traits. In the following two sections, we will 

of values  and the role of the culture code as a mechanism that ensures its stabil-
ity. We have also critically reviewed the application of this interpretation in eco-
nomic analysis. In the fourth section, we will describe some facts that contradict 

section  addresses the concept of culture as a popular practice and the resulting 
-

tion contains general conclusions from our analysis.

2. Culture as a system of values. Measuring and using culture in economic 
analysis

The concept of culture, although widely used across various branches of the so-

had almost completely ignored the phenomenon of culture as an explaining or 

volume of data obtained via more or less valid measures. The situation changed 
-

alizing culture as a system of societal values but also completed a comprehen-
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sive international survey that provided a basis for the dimensions of national 
culture and enabled quantitative comparisons between countries. During the later 

-
versally accepted. Culture measurement efforts were enhanced with new inter-

a transition from a purely qualitative to a quantitative analysis of the relationships 
between culture and other domains of economic, social and political life. 

which distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from 
-

cializing members of a group and raising them under a certain system of values 

others: “There is hardly an individual who answers each question exactly by 
the mean score of his or her group: the ‘ average person’ from a country does not 

based on indi-
vidual “broad tendencies” to prefer certain situations over others, but 
through -

dimensions of societal cultures:

-
ing in the same direction, though their use of different primary question-

societies. “The common method for measuring psychological constructs is to 
ask indivi duals to provide self-reports on their attitudes, values, or behaviors. 
When  averaging these reports, we will get an estimate of the average level of 

-

measurements. 
The main methodological problem is connected to the high sensitivity of av-

erages to source data. This may lead to a situation where the interpretation of 
the economic calculations using them as variables would be heavily dependent 

of this problem.



a sample of 25 countries, they showed that the cultural attitudes of achievement2 
and thrift have a positive impact on economic growth, whereas prioritization on 
“post-materialistic” values has a negative impact in the long term.

that these relations and impacts are sensitive to the sample composition as well 
as to the time period in question, i.e., they actually represent artifacts rather 
than real dependencies.

The second example also addresses studies by Inglehart and his colleague 

development, which became highly popular among modernization theorists 
and statesmen, asserts the precedence of economic development, which leads 
to  cultural changes, i.e., changes in the system of values that, in turn,  enable 
the democratization of a society. The authors base their logic on a statistical 
analysis of relevant data from countries representing 85% of the world popu-

sequence of changes, i.e., human rights protection and democratization precede 
the rise in the relevance of emancipation values, such as personal autonomy and 
gender equality. Moreover, research has shown that, following the development 

threshold. The analysis also showed that a higher level of emancipation sets 
a wealth growth limit -
tization and freedom, societies seem to look for a certain equilibrium that would 
not support further economic growth.

It should be stressed that the two examples above are not there to prove 
 Inglehart’s concepts wrong but to demonstrate that the use of average statistical 
characteristics of societal cultures in econometric macro-analysis requires careful 

noticing the unsatisfactory results from measuring culture based on the level of 
gene ralized trust , studied the relationship between individual values and econom-
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This sounds perfectly plausible because the level of generalized trust in a country is determined primarily 



no impact on economic development, provided that the quality of formal institu-
tions is controlled. This differs from the results obtained for different value indica-

that values do have an impact on economic development. 

macro- analysis of cultural impacts on economic development depends on which 
dimensions of culture are employed in econometric analysis.

The above problems, which arise when dimensions of societal culture are used 
in macroeconomic analysis , are apparently rooted in the interpretation of culture 
that underlies those dimensions, as an independent entity existing apart from in-
dividuals. 

Two approaches to understanding national culture have co-existed and com-

5, viewed culture as 

, treated culture as a sum of fragmented and controversial 
-

fectively means a  of culture, deeming it to be a “thing” separate from 
human beings, endowed with its own substance and independent existence. 

cultural 
determinism, which views culture as the driving factor behind most, if not all, 
social — and economic — processes. The second is built around culture as an es-

the development of these approaches, the arguments for and against them, etc., as 
those matters belong to anthropology and cultural science. We, on the other  hand, 
are focused solely on the implications of adopting the views above in a methodo-

The holistic concept of culture and the deterministic approach prevail in contem-

explicit and implicit interpretation by his followers and opponents.
himself does not consider societal culture — as a system of  values — to be separa-
ble from individuals, which is clearly revealed in the title of his article “Dimensions 

 5 Culture is “that complex whole which includes the knowledge, beliefs, arts, morals, law, customs, and any 



8.
stable over time.

“ cultures,  especially national cultures, are extremely stable over time... Differen ces 
between national cultures at the end of the last century were already recognizable 

evidence of this statement is, to say the least, controversial. The litera ture is actu-
ally abundant with evidence indicating that changes in societal cultu res take quite 

-

the issue of identifying the sources of their stable nature and reproduction in 
time, as well as the origins of differentiation between cultures.  Indeed, the be-
havior representative of a person’s culture  and the socio-economic environment 
in which that person acts are constantly undergoing change. The literature cites 

institutionalization 
the emergence of external enforcement mechanisms to ensure conformity with 
certain behavioral practices that were previously followed solely at the discretion 

imitation

the modular system of cognitive mechanisms “embedded” in the mind, 
allowing basic perceptions of the world, its design, etc. to be passed down through 

stable cultures can be found in the concept of multiple equilibria 

the second and third, being based on the genetic traits of the human brain, per-

the mechanism of institutionalization10 admits the concept of societal culture as 
a set of norms rather than a system of values, this fact does not diminish its 

-

This explanation, however — for some presumably ideological reason — is 
found unconvincing by a number of researchers who seek other bases of cultural 

-
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These are evidently not primary issues for the alternative, “process-based” interpretation because no borders 

forming their stereotypes of others which usually turn out to be inaccurate or simply incorrect see: Terracciano 

 10 The term “institutionalization” is more characteristic of the language of social science than that of economic 
theory, which traditionally deals with the emergence or formation of institutions.



-
11 -

cept of the “culture code”.
It should be noted that the expression “culture code” has two different mean-

semiotic interpretation of culture code 
views it as a “‘mesh’ that culture ‘throws over’ the world to classify, categorize, 

code is the knowledge of an individual derived from her being familiar with 
the phenomena of a culture, enabling her to interpret various external phenomena 

signs conveying sense and meaning. Thus, in most 
Western countries, white color symbolizes purity, whereas in India it is the color 

known beforehand to both the sender and recipient of a message above the set of 

manner. Different culture codes explain the numerous cases of misunderstand-
ing between people whose “background” knowledge does not match. It is easy 
to eliminate these misunderstandings through direct communication to enhance 
the knowledge of both parties.12 

-
tem of societal values, as seen from an analysis of related contexts. For exam-
ple, the comment made by the Finmarket news agency concerning a study of 

-

pop song lyrics, though referring to the semiotic interpretation of culture code 

-

-

the “culture code,” etc.? We believe we should because it is the culture code con-
-

-
ond is the integrity and invariability of culture as a result of the invariability of 
its culture code. In other words, the concept of the culture code is a variation on 

any attempts to change the status quo, i.e., to “go against one’s culture code.” 
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require a separate analysis here.
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“culture code”.



-
search to implement the ideas of cultural determinism based on an extremely 
broad meaning of culture , identifying it with an aggregate of informal institutions 

-

the opportunities and limitations of development in an economy, is any culture 
truly a homogeneous monolith that has an effect on people irrespective of their 
will and consciousness? Facts indicate the contrary.

the level of human rights protection in different civilizations, recently carried out 

-

demonstrated that although the gap between Western and non-Western cultures had 
indeed widened somewhat during that period, this did not mean that they were mov-

of the one was merely faster than that of the others.
To what extent do societal cultures predetermine the values of the individuals 

-

to argue that societal culture predetermines individual values. Ronald Fischer 

values “associated with autonomy, relatedness, and competence show a univer-
sal pattern of high importance and high consensus [between individuals ]” in all 

on individual  development. 
Moreover, an empirical analysis showed that the contrast of cultures as indi-

vidualistic and collectivist, regarded as absolutely fundamental by most research-
ers and practitioners, is in fact misleading. Proceeding from the evolutionist 
concept of culture as a mechanism for adapting to the surrounding environment, 

-

thus, it is likely that human minds have adapted to think both ways.” 
The inner heterogeneity of societal cultures can be seen in the example of dif-



Important observations were made about the interaction between culture and 
-

tions between corporate cultures are not explained by differences between na-

identifying the connections between characteristics of national cultures and vari-

-
siderable number of special, local dependencies, which are undoubtedly of 
interest in the context of our article. Finally, we should not forget to mention 
the investigation into the correctness of identifying culture measured by societal 

societal values are not the same thing and cannot be treated as interchangeable 
in statistical analysis.

-
lowing: 

heterogeneous and cannot be considered as uniform, 

but do not predetermine 

With regards to a methodology for including culture as a factor in economic 

 the occasional 
remarks by researchers that value-based dimensions of culture should be used 
because “they are simpler to measure” and because there are available databases 
are not convincing. Data about an individual’s weight are undoubtedly easier to 
obtain than data about their IQ. Moreover, an individual’s weight is an indirect  

-

that recommendations regarding which economic activities “correspond” to 
15 lack 

-

external factors, that predetermine the condition of an economy — would result 
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uncertainty is not clearly manifested, innovations are bound to bring success, whereas high-precision production 



statistical parameters and ratios existing at the level of a group to each element 
of that group. 

-
pretation of culture for economic analysis is that values do not directly -
ence behavior, as vividly  illustrated through the famous natural experiment 

social psycho logists decades ago, has long since transformed, due to the ef-
forts of many researchers, into a pattern easily comprehended by economists: 

-
-

various acceptable behaviors 

such as religion, a coincidence of faith, beliefs, values and actual behavior is 

5. Alternative interpretations and dimensions of culture

-
ment of culture prevents the cultural factor from being correctly included in eco-
nomic analysis. This calls for outlining other concepts of culture.

culture and attitudes may register the situational reactions of respondents but not 
-
-

systemic concept of culture 
as “a dynamic system that is composed of many loosely organized, often causally 
connected elements — meanings, practices, and associated mental processes and 

culture explicitly acknowledges that all psychological processes and mechanisms 
 

-
-

venting this concept from being employed in economic research.

in the process-based concept, which is similar to enumerative interpretations in 
some respects, but different in that the process-based concept focuses on pro-
cesses, i.e., sequences of actions, changes, etc. We will dwell on this concept in 

-
cluding culture as a factor in economic analysis. In this section, we will consider 
other alternatives to the value-based measurement of national cultures. 

 

of relationships between cultural universals and behavioral actions.



Social axioms
on the assumption that cultures differ in how people perceive the structure of 

situations
as desirable or undesirable, social axioms represent relationships between an in-

 social complexity: certainty about either a single way or multiple ways to 

 reward for 

 belief in either a predetermined nature of events in life or in 

-
dictive ability, especially in situations where a future action depends on the sub-

-

the list of which is not yet complete, as with the list of “dimensions” themselves. 
For example, quite recently a new social axiom, supported with empirical evi-
dence, was proposed as a separate dimension, i.e., certainty that social relations 
are a zero-sum game where somebody’s win invariably means somebody else’s 

-

one’s neighbors to international relations. 

-
cal fallacy here, which is also true for any macro measurement of culture.

This approach, developed by Michele 

of social norms and penalties for breaching them. This indicator is manifested at 
all levels, i.e., the society as a whole, various institutions and individual behavior, 
and has an impact on a broad spectrum of economic and social phenomena and 
processes. For example, it has been shown to have an effect on differences in 

looseness do not so much characterize culture as they do the entire institutional 
environment of a country, including all of the laws and regulations introduced by 

of the proper norms with the rigidity of enforcement mechanisms used to ensure 

norms may be followed selectively, i.e., not rigidly.
Culture as an aggregate of intersubjective perceptions. -

proaches above, this branch of cultural studies lacks integrity and even a common 
terminology. The general theme is an interpretation of culture as an aggregate of 



perceptions held by the “members” of a culture, concerning the values and beliefs 
-
-

the concept of descriptive norms, i.e., the perception of members of a group about 
behaviors that, in their opinion , 

-
gest interpreting individualism/collectivism. The advantage of this understanding 
of culture is seen by its advocates in the formidable explanatory power of norms 

-
ing solution to these problems seems to preclude any discussions of future ap-
plications of this approach. The expansion of the concept of enhancing cultural 

undoubtedly one of its strong points. 
Thus, we have completed our brief overview of the non-value-based measure-

ment of cultures as entities and will now move on to describing a fundamentally 
different understanding of national culture.

6. Culture as a form of activity and economic analysis

Probably one of the more general interpretations of culture is “any behaviour 
-

practice .
argues that a practice is a “routinized type of behaviour which consists of several 
elements, interconnected to one other: forms of bodily activities, forms of mental 
activities, ‘things’ and their use, a background knowledge in the form of under-
standing, know-how, states of emotion and motivational knowledge.”

-

by individuals. This is why they are ontologically anterior to the various struc-
tural components of communities such as institutions, societal values, etc. 

The understanding of culture as a common activity18 or as an aggregate of prac-
-

individuals — create certain generalizations, world models, social axioms, etc.: 
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have but what they do.



“We view culture as a socially interactive process of construction comprising two 
-
-

content and how they are perceived, which can be observed through mass creators 
of culture, obscuring the explanatory potential of those “higher” levels. 

-
cording to the former, a group culture is an intersection of individual cultural ac-

their union, including all of the “higher” constructs possessed by and exchanged 

-
verse values and other constructs of individuals “belonging” to the same culture. 

social psychology and related disciplines has demonstrated that culture is better 
thought of as a process.” 

The interpretation of culture as an aggregate of values and practices and their 
-

-
thing to which social events, behaviors, institutions, or processes can be causally 

himself wrote: “the question of the ‘impact’ of culture is not answerable because 
culture is not separable from social structure, economics, politics, and other fea-

certain 
whole rather than its individual phenomena or components.

In our opinion, cultural practices can be separated from other practices. This 
cultural universals, i.e., types of actions pres-

ent in all human communities that ensure that the basic function of culture is to 
adapt these communities to the changing environment and ensure their survival 

-
determined types of behavior, whereas the ways and forms of realizing cultural 
universals, i.e., different practices adopted by a community, represent the proper 
cultures of those communities. -

non-functional qualities and 

of human culture as a whole, i.e., adaptation to the external environment. For 
example, this approach is fully consistent with practical research in archeology, 
where cultures are distinguished according to their non-functional qualities, i.e., 
ornaments on pottery, hatchwork on stone tools, etc.



In general, the process-based concept of culture sees it as an evolving “constel-

among a collection of interdependent individuals and transmitted across genera-
tions for the purpose of coordinating individual goal pursuits in collective living” 

In this case, how can the phenomenon of culture be integrated into economic 
research? We believe that an alternative to the now dominant approach can be 
found in a “case-by-case” 

in research on the economic consequences of the “lobolo” custom, common in 

considerable sums, whether in money or in kind, similar to the custom called 
“kalym,” which is widespread in Turkic communities. This type of analysis, 
while being quite positive, also provides a basis for regulatory recommendations, 

the substance of the suggested approach quite well: in analyzing the effects of 

popular cultural practices, i.e., those popular in a particular group of individuals 
such as hired workers, small businessmen, regional politicians, etc.

7. Conclusion

-
ture, “to reduce a country’s economic performance to culture alone is ridiculous, 
but to analyze a country’s economic performance without reference to culture is 
equally ridiculous, although that is what many economists and political scientists 

how culture should be inte-

the explanations of macro, meso and micro characteristics of economies based 

case,” “ institution-by-institution” basis, evaluating the impact of each particular 
cultural phenomenon on economic processes rather than their aggregate because 
all available “aggregate” dimensions are structured in a way that does not allow 

separate one from the other, which is usually impossible. Thus, we can say that es-
tablishing an econometric relationship between any parameters of a societal culture 

problem that should be scruti-
nized through microeconomic research to identify which cultural phenomena cause 
macroeconomic consequences and what mechanisms are used in the process.



though it does provide excellent opportunities for a positive empirical analysis of 
the ways particular traits of human nature affect various economic processes at 
various levels across the scale, from micro to macro.
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